Simulation shows that the proposed algorithm makes the result P(Xk IZl:k1) P(X x)p(x Zl:kI)dXk-1 (3) more precise than the general particle filter.
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JPkk k1k l I. INTRODUCTION the state update equation
In the scene of target tracking, the dynamic system p(Xk Zl:k) = P(Zk Xk)p(Xk Zl:k-1) (4) usually is non-linear and non-Gaussian. The general method (e.g. Kalman filter) is unable to reach the optimal estimate of P(k l.k-1 target. However, particle filter algorithm based on Bayesian where the normalizing constant rule uniformly made very good state estimate result in non-linear and non-Gaussian system. So, it will be a good P(Zk Zl:k1) JP(Zk Xk)P(Xk ZlIk-I )dxk (5) choice to apply particle filter to the target tracking system.
The above describes the Bayesian estimate rule. But, the shortcoming of particle filter cannot be ignored Generally, the analytic solution in (3) do exist in some
Because the precise choosing of importance density function dynamic system. But, it cannot be determined analytically in is difficult to realize in project practice, so usually prior nonlinear and non-Gaussian system. Therefore, particle filter density is adopted and substitute it. But, this method will is a good choice to approximate optimal Bayesian solution. The SIS algorithm consists of recursive propagation of algorithm is give by Algorithm 1.
To the shortcoming of SIS algorithm, A.Doucet proposes to construct suboptimal importance density to the optimal importance density by using local linearization using the unscented transform [3] . Yuan Zejian and Zheng -draw xk q(xk Xk-l X Zk) Nanning, etc. propose using Gauss-Hermite filter to sample -assign the particle a weight, wk according to (7) and reconstruct the importance density in Fig. 3 shows a typical sequence of visual probability for each sample X' and Y'.
tracking. The number of particles was chosen to be as 100 in GRNN can be used to adjust samples in particle filter two algorithms. The dimension of input vector in GRNN is algorithm according to measurement value zk..Because when 7. Obviously, the two algorithms all find the position of ball in a concrete target tracking scene, the profile of likelihood precisely along with the movement of target. However, the function is fixed at any time of k, but its mathematic improved algorithm has higher accuracy than the general expression is notclarolycabone. Fig. 4 shows the tracking precision as a function of the expression iS not clear, only can be obtained by some tm.Teipoe loih a h biu ueirt separate observed values through image processing methods. compared to the general particle filter algorithm at the So we may train the network according to the observed value and make it approach the likelihood function, and then average deviation pixels. 
The dimension of input vector n and the number of study sample m determine the network configuration: nxmx(n±l)xn. After the network is trained, the samples in particle filter algorithm should be adjusted in form of input vector, and then it can be apply to the network. Firstly, construct a n dimension vector Xk [4, 4 ± X+JA] , JA < L , =(b)
1,*, *n/2 ). The parameter L defines the adjustment range. One weakness of the approach is that the GRNN will PP based on GRNN spend more time than general particle filter algorithm. Networks, vol.2, no.6, pp.568-576, 1991. distortion in the configuration space.
